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Mistake One.  "IF THE PARIS SUMMIT (next year) IS THE ANSWER !! ... IT MUST HAVE 
BEEN A BLOODY STUPID QUESTION!!" 

 

Fact:  The entire notion of Climate Change being URGENTLY life-threatening (and significantly 
man-influenced) = SUB-PRIME Science!! 

 

In the last five years there have been four virtually useless climate summits, with absolutely 
nothing concrete achieved, these have been:-- 

 

1. Lima, Peru, COP20 … approx. 5000 delegates (Source, to be confirmed) 

2. Warsaw, Poland, COP19 ... 8 300 delegates &amp; media (Source, cop20lima.org) 

3. Doha, Qatar, COP18 ... 26 000 delegates (Source, cop18.qa) 

4. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, RIO + 20 ... 50 000 delegates (Source, Ronald Bailey, reason.com, 
26/6/12) 

5. Durban, South Africa, COP17 ... 14 500 delegates (Source, Willis Eschenbach, 
wattsupwiththat.com, 7/12/11) 

6. Cancun, Mexico, COP16 ... 10 000 delegates (Source, leadershiponline.co.za, 22/11/10) 

7. Copenhagen, Denmark, COP15 ... 100 000 delegates (Source, leadershiponline.co.za, 
22/11/10) 

 

Throughout this time however - and in excess of 210 000 international airline tickets expended !! 
- there have been over 600 instances of developments (both scientific &amp; geo-political) from 
around the world, that reflect a waning interest in, and a rapidly-reducing scientific basis for, 
urgent action on climate change!! 

 

Also, these are from over 150 different sources!!   Please see the two appendices below for more 
information.  Clearly this indisputably leaves the whole notion of ... "Humanity needs to take 
urgent action on climate change"  ... on very thin ice indeed (pardon the pun)!! 

http://joannenova.com.au/2015/04/last-half-hour-to-add-your-opinion-for-australian-contribution-to-paris-unfccc/#comment-1703684


 

- In short, this could quite reasonably be called "Climate Change 101" (x6) !! 

 

Mistake Two ... "The right side of history"  (Aust. P.M. Julia Gillard, September 2011.) 

 

As my son would say; “This is wrong on oh so many levels"!!!! 

 

Here is just a short list of these errors:-- 

 

1. The two great Labor war-time leaders, Curtin and Chifley, would be literally ‘doing 
somersaults’ in their graves right now!!  I’d bet you a shilling (2011 equivalent) for every two-up 
game held at every RSL. on VP. Day in 1945, that neither of them would never tell a bare-faced 
lie one week before an election!!  

2. Before Curtin and Chifley, let’s not forget some of our truly insightful ‘Fathers of 
Federation’ -- Sir Henry Parkes, Sir Edmund Barton and Alfred Deakin, to name but a few.  (At 
the risk of labouring the point ... those afore-said are clearly far more insightful than their 
modern-day contemporaries!!!)  They too would also be singularly ashamed with the current 
political leadership of this great country that they had planned for, and worked so hard to 
unify!!  

3. Even earlier still, both Copernicus and Galileo were criticised during their lives for their 
‘science-based’ beliefs.  (I.e. that the Earth revolved around the Sun, not vice-a-versa; and that 
the Earth was round, not flat – resp.)  Subsequently of course their views have both been found 
to be proved 100% correct.  Given what I have demonstrated above, clearly the afore-said 
scientific consensus on climate change from the early 1990’s to late 2007 is disappearing quicker 
than a "mirage in the middle of the Sahara"!!  

    

Finally, on a very personal note!! ... 

 

Both Julia Gillard (former Aust. PM.) and Bob Brown (ex-Aust. Greens leader) have made a 
conscious 'life choice' of not having any children.  By far the majority of Australians have 
obviously made the opposite choice of having a family, of various sizes.  I, on the other hand, 
only have one child, a 28 year old step-son -- of whom I am very proud!!  (Maybe partly because 
he agrees with me on the subject matter here-in, and maybe partly because we have both been 
proud members of this country's armed services – I have been in the Army Reserves for 13 
years, and he was in the Navy for six years.) 

 



In the last few years I (and my wife) have chosen not to have any children of my own. 

 

Clearly I believe this places me in an almost unique position of being able to see both sides of 
the idealistic aka. obsessive-compulsive views of the Australian Greens re. population policy 
and equity.  (Source:  greens.org.au, Population Policy, parts; 4, 5, 9, 12 and 13.)  Consequently, I 
strongly believe that neither Julia Gillard nor Bob Brown have the right to significantly 
impoverish my son and daughter-in-law for decades under an un-needed Carbon Dioxide Tax.                                                                                               
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April 2014 

6:   “COLLEGE’S OBSESSION WITH ‘SUSTAINABILITY’ IS UNSUSTAINABLE!!”   “Rather 
than disciplining their students – and steering them back to the educ. that their parents are 
paying for – college administrators are complicit in the movement.  As many as 685 instit’s. 
have signed the American College and Univ. Pres’s. ‘Climate Commitment’, which recognized 
‘the need to reduce the global emission of greenhouse gases by 80% by mid-century at the 
latest’.  US. Students can earn credentials in sustainability in 1438 distinct college programs (inc. 
doctoral degrees).  … And it is costly.  The report estimates that US. colleges and uni’s. spend 
more than $3 bn. a year on sustainability-related programs and initiatives.  American instit’s. of 
higher learning were once just that – establishments that furthered the educ. of our young 
people.  But now they have become palaces of absurdity, seats of fevered activism, incubators of 
left-wing causes.  Education?  That’s become a quaint notion and maybe a secondary goal.  This 
is a mistake that the entire country will soon be paying for as colleges cont. to turn out 
community organizers rather than graduating accomplished scholars.”  By Kerry Jackson, 
news.investors.com  

 

March 2014 

27:   Senate passes law prohibiting a Carbon Tax in future by 58 to 42.  By Michael Bastasch, 
dailycaller.com 

27:   NOAA. demands $262 000 to access warming-related scientific info. for FOIA requests 
(usually by sceptics).  By Eric Worrall (&amp; Anthony Watts), wattsupwiththat.com 

26:   NEW GALLUP POLL SHOCK!! … GLOBAL WARMING/CLIMATE CHANGE:  
PROBABLY GO DOWN AS THE WORST PR. CAMPAIGN IN HISTORY!!  By David Harsanyi, 
thefederalist.com 

26:   “Four of Ger’s. top 12 capital destroyers in 2014 were solar tech coy’s.!”  Stellar under-
performers inc.:  Solarworld = No. 1 (lost 82% of its share value in 12 months and 99.5% in five 
years) and Phoenix Solar = No. 9 (lost 96% of its value last year). – Article in Spiegel.  By Pierre 
Gosselin, notrickszone.com 



1:    The truth behind Christian Aid’s campaign (nothing more than a shallow communist front).   
By Paul Homewood, notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com 

1:    Paul Homewood’s excellent climate blog nominated for two Internet awards.    By Paul 
Homewood, notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com 

 

February 2015 

28:   “They used to be against us, but now Hollywood is on the side of the angels in mocking 
global warming. … Politically, global warming peaked out at COP15 in Copenhagen when 
heads of state of countries accounting for the bulk of the world’s GDP. were in attendance.  
They don’t bother to attend now … Kingsmen:  The Secret Service, indicates that the cultural 
tipping point has been reached.  It is now safe and commercially profitable for moviemakers to 
mock belief in global warming.  The plot is that an evil billionaire by the name of Richard 
Valentine believes that humans, who cause global warming, are a virus killing the planet.  To 
stop global warming, he sets out to kill a large proportion of humanity.  His evil plan, which is 
the same as the dreams of the green movement, is thwarted by people who dress well and have 
impeccable manners.  Instead of working against truth and beauty, Hollywood is now on the 
side of the justly righteous.   The next stage will be when, to indicate a character’s gullibility, 
insanity or mental instability, it is mentioned that he once believed in global warming!”    By 
David Archibald, wattsupwiththat.com 

27:   Poland leads eight country revolt against more funding going to carbon trading.   By Peter 
Teffer, euobserver.com (&amp; thegwpf.com) 

21:   BBC showing their bias (again) … “Ed Davey (UK. Sec. of State for Energy and Climate 
Change) has given the go-ahead to the largest offshore wind farm in the world – 400 turbines 
covering 436 sq. ml. of the North Sea.  What they didn’t mention was that this eight bn. pound 
project, producing on avg. 840 megawatts of elec., will earn for its mainly Nor. and Ger. owners 
some 900 ml. pounds per year in subsidies, paid by all (UK. taxpayers).  Neither did the BBC 
mention that, in Manchester, another foreign-owned consortium is currently building, for only 
an eighth of the cost, a gas-fired power station.  It will produce a similar amount of elec., up to 
880 megawatts, whenever it is needed and without a penny of subsidy.”  By Christopher 
Booker, telegraph.co.uk 

18:    A huge day against the “alleged” CLIMATE CHANGE ARMAGEDDON!! … 

• Scot. PM., Nicola Sturgeon, writes to David Cameron over fears Longannet power plant 
may shut soon.  By Paul Homewood, notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com 

• 13 Greenpeace activists banned from India for visa violations (agitation against coal 
power and mining).  newindianexpress.com 

• BP’s. latest report “Bell’s the Renewable Cat!!”  …  “Next 20 years world economy will 
double, energy needs up by 40%, and very little (8%) of this will likely be provided by solar and 
wind.”  By Eric Worrall, wattsupwiththat.com  and  Pierre Gosselin, notrickszone.com 
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February 2015 (cont’d.) 

17:   “A great cause unites the following:  Prince Charles, Pres. Obama, the Pope, Arab Oil 
Sheiks, the UN., the EU., the Russians, the Chinese, Pacific Island Nations, most undeveloped 
countries, the glitterati of Hollywood, left-wing politicians, unrepentant reds, gov’t. media, the 
climate research industry, Big Oil, Big Gas and the Green Blob.  It must be something posing a 
clear and urgent danger to all humanity?  No, the crusade that unites them all is the War on 
Carbon Fuels, (esp.) coal.  The biggest group … have no real interest in the facts … they see 
climate alarmism as a great opportunity to achieve their goal of creating an unelected global 
gov’t. (Google Agenda 21) … This group inc. the UN., the EU., and left wing politicians and 
media everywhere.  At a news conf. in Brussels recently, Christina Figueres, exec. Sec. of UN’s. 
Framework Conv. on Climate Change, admitted that the goal of env. Activists is not to save the 
world from ecological calamity, but ‘to change the economic dev’t. model’ i.e. destroy what is 
left of free enterprise and private property.  The next big group is anti-western failed states who 
see this as their big chance to enrich and entrench their ruling classes with ‘climate reparations’.  
Then there are the enviro-entrepreneurs forever seeking new crusades to energise their 
supporters and get the donations rolling in – Greenpeace, WWF., Get Up etc. … But imposing 
alarmist empire has a hollow heart – the globe has refused to warm, the alarmist ‘science’ is 
crumbling, their climate models are discredited, some researchers have been caught 
manipulating records and results, and the costs of green elec. are becoming obvious and 
onerous.  The public is growing restive, gov’ts. can no longer afford the climate industry cuckoo 
in the public nest and the ranks of sceptics grow.  Groups like UKIP. in UK., and the Tea Party 
in US. have abandoned the war on carbon.  The climate revolt is spreading.”    By Viv Forbes, 
wattsupwiththat.com 

1:  CLIMATE CHANGE PREACHERS, FRUSTRATED WITH CONT. LOSING PUBLIC 
SUPPORT, NOW RESORTING TO NAME CALLING AND DEATH THREATS!!  “I have been 
labelled a ‘climate change denier’ – a phrase which, since I happen to be Jewish, has particularly 
unfortunate connotations for me.  And this is despite the fact I believe the world IS warming, 
and that CO2 produced by mankind IS a greenhouse gas, and IS partly responsible for higher 
temp’s. … (also) … the threat posed by global warming has been exaggerated – chiefly because 
the grimmer comp. projections (have primarily been fictitious). … I do believe we should invest 
in new ways of generating energy … But I also think current ‘renewable’ sources (are) ruinously 



expensive … will never slow the warming and are not worth the billions (they cost). … Some 
would say this makes me a ‘lukewarmer’ – the jargon for someone who is neither a ‘warmist’ or 
a ‘denier’.  … The result:  vitriol directed my way, the like of which I have never experienced in 
34 years as a journalist.  Lately, it’s become worse.  The remark about my children killing me 
was made some months ago … One of the online commenters posted:  ‘In a few years, self-
defence is going to be made a valid defence for parricide (killing one’s own father), so Rose’s 
children will have this article to present in their defence at the trial.’ … But last week on Twitter, 
someone else wrote that he knew where I lived, and posted my personal phone numbers.  
Meanwhile, Dana Nuccitelli had written another vehement attack, this time against Matt Ridley, 
The Times columnist, Tory peer and fellow ‘lukewarmer’.  This fresh assault was illus. by the 
paper’s editors with a grotesque image of a severed head.  One who commented, called 
‘Bluecloud’, said:  ‘Should that not be Ridley’s severed head in the photo? … Why are you 
deniers so touchy? …       Would the world be a better place without Matt Ridley?  Need I 
answer that question?’  In fact, Bluecloud is a Guardian contributor called Gary Evans, who is 
Greenpeace ‘sustainability consultant’.  Ridley complained, but the statements stayed on the 
website for at least four days.  Comments in support of Ridley were removed by the site’s 
moderators, because they did not ‘abide by our community standards’.  In an email to The 
Guardian’s editor, Alan Rusbridger”  By David Rose, dailymail.co.uk (&amp; Dominic 
Ponsford, pressgazette.co.uk 2/2) 

 

January 2015  (16 items, this month alone!!) 

30:   “FORGET ‘CLIMATEGATE!’ … THIS ‘GLOBAL WARMING’ SCANDAL IS MUCH 
BIGGER!  How can we believe in ‘global warming’ when the temp. records providing the 
‘evidence’ for that warming can’t be trusted?”  Temp. info. Gate-keepers like; Gavin Schmidt of 
NASA., Michael Mann at Penn. State Uni., and, Phil Jones at Climate Research Unit of Uni. of 
East Anglia have all been caught with their ‘hands in the cookie jar’! … many adjustments to 
world’s temp. records.  By Paul Homewood, notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com  (&amp; 
James Delingpole, breitbart.com) 

28:   Swiss avalanche expert, Werner Munter, calls IPCC. report “Scientific Farce” … and “piss-
take”!!  Also … “During the Holocene, a period on Earth going back about 10 000 years, there 
were five phases when it was just as warm as it is today (or even warmer)!!”  By Pierre Gosselin, 
notrickszone.com 

28:   Leaked EPA. Memo advises green army to “win friends and influence people” by tieing 
climate change to personal problems!!     heartland.org 
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January 2015  (cont’d.) 

28:   “CLIMATE WARRIORS HAVE LONG AGO STOPPED BEING CIVIL.  BUT WE SEEM TO 
BE ENTERING A NEW LEVEL OF RADICALISATION!!  … The church held sway over what is 
right and wrong for long after the Enlightenment, but it has been losing terrain.  Others have 
stepped in to fill the moral vacuum.  The env. movement is one.  … On offer are guidance on 
how to live your life, a tribe to belong to, a feeling of superiority over outsiders, and even a 
looming Armageddon, lest we atone for our sins, in the shape of climate change.  Env. scientists 
(even some proxied from other areas of science) are cast in the role of priests, the trust in their 
narrow expertise extended to other areas of fact and value.  … Polarization is not conducive to 
sound policy.  In Eur., the alarmed have the upper hand (aided and abetted by un-
representative government - i.e. the EU.), climate policy is hardly scrutinized, and special 
interest groups are gorging on subsidies and rents.  Anyone who questions this is put on par 
with those who deny the Holocaust!  (Or perhaps worse, i.e. child abusers!)  The consensus 
police patrol the media to isolate, ridicule and smear anyone who dares to raise a question.  The 
Royal Observatory and the London Sch. of Eco. employ people, Ken Rice and Bob Ward, whose 
job it is, or so it seems, to attack others for their climate heresy. … The Buddhas of Bamiyan 
were blown up by the Taliban in 2001.  In 2014, Greenpeace activists damaged the Nazca Lines.  
… Greenpeace happily beamed pictures across the world.  And when it emerged that the world 
was not amused, Greenpeace’s response was closer to damage control and cover-up than 
remorse and cooperation with the Peru gov.  In Jan. 2015, a Greenpeace activist called for the 
beheading of a member of the House of Lords on the website of the Guardian.  When 
challenged, he repeated the call.  People who questioned the wisdom of these remarks were 
attacked or banned.  The Guardian actively moderates its comments, but even though Gary 
Evans’ calls to behead Matt Ridley caused a bit of a stir, it took the editors 32 hours to realize 
that death threats against political opponents is not really how we like to do things in UK. 
nowadays.  (The Guardian has since worked hard to try to erase the past.) … There are now 
elements in the env. movement who are so worried about the state of the planet that they have 
lost all sense of proportion.  … Env. protection has come a long way since the early 1970’s.  
Pollution is much reduced, and care for the env. is widely shared and supported – esp. in Eur.  
Sensible policies and respectable pressure groups are the best way forward to solve the 
remaining env. prob’s.  Green radicals risk throwing that away.”    By Richard Tol, 
richardtol.blogspot.co.uk 



27:   India and US. fail to make ‘China-like’ Climate Deal!  By Chetin Chauhan, 
hindustantimes.com 

24:   MATT RIDLEY, IN A SUPERB AUTO-BIOGRAPHICAL PIECE, WHICH CAN BE 
BEAUTIFULLY SUMMED-UP BY HIS OWN SUMMARY!! … “I HAVE NEVER MET A 
CLIMATE SCEPTIC, LET ALONE A LUKEWARMER, WHO WANTS HIS OPPONENTS 
SILENCED.  I WISH I COULD SAY THE SAME OF THOSE WHO THINK CLIMATE CHANGE 
IS AN ALARMING PROSPECT!!”  …    By Joanne Nova, joannenova.com.au (also 
thetimes.co.uk &lt;&lt; by subscription) 

24:   “We’re STILL being tricked with flawed data on global warming!!  … One surprise is that 
the three surface records, all run by passionate believers in man-made warming, in fact derive 
most of their land surface data from a single source.  This is the Global Hist. Climate Network 
(GHCN.), managed by the US. National Climate Data Centre under NOAA., which in turn 
comes under the US. Dept. of Commerce.  But two aspects (are a large concern).  One is that the 
supposedly worldwide network of stations from which GHCN. Draws its data is flawed.  Up to 
80% of the Earth’s surface is not reliably covered. … Furthermore, around 1990, the number of 
stations more than halved, from 12 000 to &gt; HOPE AFTER LIMA &gt;&gt; PREPARING THE 
LOYALISTS FOR FAILURE!!!  By Eric Worrall, wattsupwiththat.com 

2:    GER’S. GROWING GREEN DICTATORSHIP!!??!!  GRANDMOTHERS ARE 
THREATENING OUR FUTURE BY DARING TO DRIVE THEIR CARS!!??!!     By Pierre 
Gosselin, notrickszone.com      

 

November 2014 

30:   ANTI-FRACKING PROTESTERS POSSIBLY FUNDED BY RUSSIA!!   Evidence now 
starting to surface from Romania, Lithuania and Bulgaria.  By Andrew Higgins, nytimes.com 

29:   Call it “Gruberization” of U.S. energy and env. policies!  Fmr. White House med. 
consultant Jonathan Gruber pocketed millions of taxpayer dollars before infamously explaining 
how Obama-Care was enacted.  “Lack of transparency is a huge political advantage …critical to 
get passed.” … The Barack Obama/Gina McCarthy EPA. is likewise exploiting its lack of 
transparency … Now, for the first time, someone has tallied those costs. … An exhaustive study 
by Energy Ventures Analysis Inc. found EPA. rules and energy markets will inflict $284 bn. per 
year in extra elec. And natural gas costs in 2020, compared to its 2012 baseline year.  … (house) 
bills will rise by 35% or $680!!  By Paul Driessen, wattsupwiththat.com 

25:   WITH MOST OF U.S. SUFFERING RECORD LOWS AND RECORD SNOW FALLS, THE 
INTERNATIONAL PONZI SCHEME CALLED GLOBAL WARMING/CLIMATE CHANGE IS 
BECOMING LESS AND LESS BY THE DEGREE CELCIUS!!    By Alan Caruba, 
canadafreepress.com 

20:   BUFFALO, N.Y., HAS SEEN TWO METRES OF SNOW FALL IN THE LAST 24 HOURS, 
POSSIBLY GREATEST OF ANY TOWN IN US. ON RECORD, AND YET STILL  “ENERGY 
DOGMATISTAS”  KEEP BABBLING ABOUT NEEDING TO TAX THE US. INTO OBLIVION!!!    
By Dr Ileana Paugh, canadafreepress.com 



20:   CLIMATE CHANGE/EMISSIONS DEAL BETWEEN CHINA AND U.S. IS LITTLE MORE 
THAN JUST A GIANT SWINDLE!!     By Charles Krauthammer, washingtonpost.com 

18:     U.S. has 1360 daily low maximum records in the last week!    By David Epstein, 
boston.com 

18:   “Abbott will soon look like a genius for refusing to drag Aust. to yet another climate 
fiasco!! … Any ‘deal’ at Paris will merely give China and India a free rein until the 2030’s 
without any binding obligation to be monitored and scrutinised by the west on their actual 
behaviour.  That is why Abbott is wise to make any Aust. climate policies conditional on a 
legally binding, verifiable, enforceable and genuinely global agreement to replace the Kyoto 
Protocol.  Even the Germans have essentially done that.  What is shaping up now … is a huge 
blame game over the likely failure to agree to a post-Kyoto treaty.  China and India will blame 
the West for its failure to deliver $100 bn./annum. … Obama and the left will blame the 
Republicans.  The EU. will blame US.  Climate enthusiasts and developing nations will blame 
all and sundry.”   By Tom Switzer, theguardian.com 

17:   Ger’s. renewables obsession (“Energiewende”) starting to have un-intended consequences 
on governing coalition.    “Emissions reduction target of 40% by 2020:  (Chan. Merkel) can sit 
back and enjoy watching her coalition partner SPD ministers rip themselves apart trying to 
implement it.  … nasty collision developing between Economics Min., Vice Chan. Sigmar 
Gabriel, who calls for the shutting down of coal power plants an ‘illusion’, and Env. Min. 
Barbara Henricks, who insists that the coal power plants need to be shut down rapidly. … 
Merkel is skilfully implementing a ‘divide and conquer’ strategy … Experts of McKinsey 
Consulting (estimate) chances of reaching these … targets are close to zero.”  By Pierre Gosselin, 
notrickszone.com 

12:   US. and China agree to cut emissions - but only in 15 years time!!   By William Mauldin, 
Wall Street Journal (&amp; thegwpf.com) 

4:    ANOTHER NAIL IN THE COFFIN!!  GREENS ALWAYS INSIST THEY ARE ALWAYS 
RIGHT, AND THE MAJORITY ALWAYS AGREE WITH THEM!!  ABC. ON-LINE POLL FINDS 
91% OF PEOPLE DISAGREE WITH LATEST IPCC. DOOMS-DAY RANTS!!   By Ken Stewart, 
kenskingdom.wordpress.com 

3:   Earliest and heaviest snow falls in some areas of S-E US. on Oct. 31 and Nov. 1 - since 
records began in 1880.  By Anthony Watts, wattsupwiththat.com 

 

October 2014  (19 in this month alone!!) 

31:   LARGE UNI. (GLASGOW) SAYS “BOLLOCKS” TO GREEN STUDENT/STAFF 
ATTEMPTS TO DIVEST INVESTMENTS IN FOSSIL FUELS !! (Part 3)     Uni. Of Glasgow 
changes from warming and climate change preacher to sceptic.  Earlier this month they 
announced they would sell their 18 mil. pounds invested in fossil fuel businesses but have since 
reversed that decision.   By Ben Webster, thegwpf.com  (&amp; thetimes.co.uk .. by 
subscription) 



30:   George Christensen, National Party member for Dawson, calls for full and open enquiry 
into BOM. record-tampering.  By Nelson Groom, dailymail.co.uk 

29:   Ger. Greens finally realise that they can’t persuade the main-stream of Ger. Society to 
become vegetarian (even if for ulterior motives).  “Nikolas Blome at Spiegel reports … Ger. 
Greens recently attempt(ed) to reduce meat consumption by forcing the public to swallow a 
nationwide weekly ‘veggie day’, where every thu. Ger. public cafeterias would serve up only 
vegetarian dishes.”   By Pierre Gosselin, notrickszone.com 
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October 2014  (cont’d.) 

27:    “Thanks to shale, energy-producing states have been the strongest eco. performers in US. 
over the past decade … Only 13 of the 50 states produced more energy than they consumed in 
2010, the latest year for which comprehensive data is avail., according to the US. Energy 
Information Admin. (EIA.).  The other 37 were all net energy consumers, relying on some 
combination of interstate commerce or imports to meet the shortfall.  The shale revolution and 
the renaissance in US. oil and gas prod. Have resulted in a stark contrast between the fortunes 
of the two groups.  Eight of the 13 energy-prod. states improved their relative position between 
2003 and 2013 when ranked by per capita gdp.  The accounted for almost half of the 18 states 
that rose in the rankings.  By contrast, energy-consuming states have fared poorly.  None of the 
10 states with the largest energy deficits has improved its relative eco. position since 2003.  Nine 
of them have fallen in the ranking, in some cases sharply.  Energy producers also dominate in 
terms of raising real output per capita over the last decade, accounting for six of the 10 states 
with the biggest increases.”    By John Kemp, business.financialpost.com 

27:  LATEST EU. CLIMATE AGREEMENT APPEARS TO BE BINDING – BUT IT IS NOT!!   
“Perfectly timed to the run-up 21st UNCCC. that will be held in Paris in Nov./Dec. 2015 … by 
tricking other big nations – with the main focus being on US. and China – to accept massive 
CO2 reduction objectives … in turn … help to impose the ‘planet-saving’ green agenda onto a 
Euro. populace increasingly unwilling to shoulder the related burdens. …  In order to recognise 
the trick, one has to focus on some facts that are carefully (some would say deceitfully) left aside 
in the covering of the event by most mainstream media.  First,  Ger. itself is poised to fail 



drastically in its proclaimed goal of further reducing CO2 emissions.  Obtaining reductions had 
been easy during the first years since taking over the fmr. comm. DDR. in 1990.  This was 
simply the result of the dismantling of its monstrously inefficient, power-wasting industry, 
making it very easy to achieve reductions in CO2 emissions.  Thus in 1990, the newly reunited 
nation had a CO2 output of 1024 mil. tons.  But this boost has since dissipated, and while in 
2009, the Ger. CO2 output had sunk to 786 mil. tons, it has since climbed back to reach 834 mil. 
tons in 2013.  So Ger., the ind’l. giant of EU., is itself unable to meet ‘climate killer’ emission 
limits it tries to impose on others.  Second, by resorting to a host of political tricks from 
blackmailing to bribery, eg. by granting reluctant eastern countries such as Poland generous 
free allocations of CO2 emission cert’s., the political drivers behind the current ‘climate change’ 
policy were able to get their consent to the ’40-27-27’ package.  But this came at a price:  the 
losers of this power battle insisted upon inserting a hidden back door by implementing a 
mandatory consensus clause for the future.  This means that the noble commitments Europe 
wants all other nations to adopt can at any time be blocked within the EU. itself depending on 
the will of individual EU. countries. … So in a nutshell, Europe has set the stage for a political 
swindle of enormous proportions, aimed at fooling other big powers to adopt ‘climate-saving’ 
commitments the European countries themselves are in reality neither able nor willing to fulfil 
themselves”!!      By Fred Mueller, wattsupwiththat.com       

26:   Chances of large-scale blackouts getting greater each year, according to government report, 
due to energy policy.  By Jonathan Leake, thegwpf.com    (&amp; thesundaytimes.co.uk … by 
subscription) 

26:   “According to energy analyst Peter Atherton of Liberum Cap., current UK. energy policies 
shaped by (Greens) will cost between 360 bn. and 400 bn. pounds to implement by 2030. … This 
bill dwarfs the EU’s. 1.7 bn. pound demand from UK. last week. … At the heart of (such Green 
prostituting of public policy) is a single inst. – the Euro. Climate Found. (ECF.) – which has 
offices in London, Brussels, The Hague, Berlin and Warsaw.  Every year it receives about 20mil. 
Pounds from ‘philanthropic’ found’s. in US., Holland and Switzerland, and channels most of it 
to green campaign and lobby groups.”   By David Rose, dailymail.co.uk 

25:   UN. co-operation on climate change looking more unlikely due to reluctance by many 
countries to contribute to $100 bn. UN. fund.  By Stefan Nicola, businessweek.com (Bloomberg) 

24:   “NPR. (National Public Radio, US.) has cut back on the number of staffers focused solely on 
the env. and climate change.  Earlier this year, the news outlet had three full-time reporters and 
one editor … One remains – and he is covering it only part-time.”   By Katherine Bagley, 
insideclimatenews.org 

24:   BASF., 33000 staff in one city (Ludwigshafen) alone, investing more each year in US, 
mainly due to dearer and dearer energy!!  By Stanley Reed and Melissa Eddy, nytimes.com 

22:    London on verge of 94 bn. pound shale and gas bonanza.  By Joseph Watts, standard.co.uk 

20:    US. PRES. OBAMA CHANNELS BILL MURRAY (GROUNDHOG DAY)!!  FOR THE 
YEAR AND A HALF PRECEDING THE LAST PRES. ELEC. (MID 2011 TO LATE 2013) PRES. 
OBAMA DIDN’T MENTION CLIMATE CHANGE ONCE!!  NOW IN THE LEAD-UP TO THE 



‘MID-TERMS’, HE’S PUTTING OFF ALL MAJOR EPA. LAW CHANGES UNTIL AFTER THIS 
NOV.!!   By Michael Bastasch, dailycaller.com 

16:   Owen Paterson (UK. MP.) accuses ministers of raising energy prices for poor people.   “He 
said: ‘It amazes me that our last three energy secretaries, Ed Miliband, Chris Huhne and Ed 
Davey, have merrily presided over the single most regressive policy we have seen in this 
country since the Sheriff of Nottingham: the coerced increase of elec. (and gas) bills for people 
on low incomes to pay huge subsidies to wealthy landowners and rich investors!!”  By Daniel 
Martin, dailymail.co.uk 

14:   NOW THE TRUTH COMES OUT!!  WHO. AND WORLD BANK BOTH SITTING ON 
HANDS, AND BLAMING EACH OTHER, RATHER THAN ACTING QUICKLY TO REDUCE 
EBOLA TRANSMISSION RATES!!  (MAYBE IF THEY SPENT LESS TIME TRYING TO 
LECTURE PEOPLE ON THE EVILS OF; CLIMATE CHANGE, SUGAR AND TOBACCO - 
THEY MIGHT HAVE BEEN MORE ABLE TO FOCUS ON MORE SERIOUS ISSUES!!)  By 
Terence Corcoran, business.financialpost.com  

13:   Green reaction to Owen Paterson, both predictable, but also very retarded!!  “Lord Stern 
(Grantham Inst.) says, ‘repeal Climate Change Act now … would create additional uncertainty 
about the direction of government policy, undermining the confidence of investors’.  You have 
to concede that the Climate Change Act has brought about considerable investor certainty – 
they are almost to a man – quite clear that they want nothing to do with the UK. Energy sector! 
… Meanwhile Richard Black (BBC.) says, ‘…Patersons’s claim … is at odds with the regulator 
Ofgem, which says disruption to supply is not imminent or likely’.  What a wonderful bit of 
selective quoting that is!  … (the article cont’s.) ‘as long as industry managed the situation 
carefully.  Among the measures proposed is that the National Grid … can ask businesses to 
reduce their elec. use at times of peak demand, something that could cost industry dearly’.  So 
the lights will not go out so long as industry agrees to switch off at enormous cost!!”   
bishophill.squarespace.com 
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October 2014  (cont’d.) 

11:  UK. will struggle to keep lights on this winter - if it persists with its Climate Change Act 
(07/08)!  - According to Owen Paterson (MP. in UK.)  By Christopher Hope, telegraph.co.uk 

11:  This week the 9th Extreme Weather Congress in Hamburg (sponsored by re-insurance 
giant, Munich Re) “Curiously this year there was very little coverage by the German media. … 
Looks like the Ger. Media have grown fatigued by climate science in general and have sensed 



that something isn’t right with what the ‘experts’ have been claiming.  Record high sea ice, lack 
of hurricanes, low tornado activity, spectacularly failed climate models and bitter cold winters 
have a way of sobering them up.”  By Pierre Gosselin, notrickszone.com 

8:  “German federal analysis sees massive threats to security and reliability of electric power 
supply system!!”  By Pierre Gosselin, notrickszone.com 

3:   LARGE UNI. (HARVARD) SAYS “BOLLOCKS” TO GREEN STUDENT/STAFF ATTEMPTS 
TO DIVEST INVESTMENTS IN FOSSIL FUELS !! (Part 2)      (The largest such fund, with $32 
bn. under management.)    By drew Faust (pres.)   harvard.edu   

 

September 2014  (14 items, this month alone!) 

30:   SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE AND ASSOC. ISSUES INC. SHRINKING ARCTIC ICE 
LEVELS = 97% SETTLED!! … MORE LIKE 97% BULLTISH!! … Over one dozen scientists shirk 
away from $1000 bet to confirm/deny shrinking Arctic Ice, press release by Alfred Wegener Inst. 
Approx. 10 days ago!!  By Pierre Gosselin, notrickszone.com 

29:          By Zack Colman, washingtonexaminer.com 

27:   Latest UN. Climate meeting (New York) = most dreary and the biggest fiasco to date!!  By 
Christopher Booker, telegraph.co.uk 

26:    Ger’s. green policies, esp. solar, proving to be total failure.    By Doug Hoffman, 
theresilientearth.com 

25:   CLIMATE MARCH A MORAL TRAVESTY!!     Interview of Tom Harris (Exec. Dir. of Int’l 
Climate Science Coalition), by Marissa Semkiw,  sunnewsnetwork.ca 

21:  Green jobs in UK. all but disappear!!  Need FOI. laws to aid in getting env. dept. to release 
unfavourable stats.  By Paul Homewood, notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com 

21:     “Climatistas can’t keep their story straight (part 2).  No sooner do I note that one expert 
writes in the New York Times yesterday that planting trees might be the wrong thing to do than 
a sharp-eyed Power Line reader points us to a feature in today’s Washington Post that ‘Trees 
offer a way to delay the consequences of climate change.’  Didn’t the editorial desks get the 
memo:  ‘97% Consensus??!!’ ”     By Steven Hayward, powerlineblog.com 

19:   LARGE UNI. (UNI. OF CALIF.) SAYS “BOLLOCKS” TO GREEN STUDENT/STAFF 
ATTEMPTS TO DIVEST INVESTMENTS IN FOSSIL FUELS !!  (Part 1)     Also Harvard Uni. (the 
largest such fund, with $32 bn. under management) will announce the same in two weeks time.  
By Tim Reid, reuters.com 

17:   US. PRES. OBAMA, IN A RE-RUN OF 2012 PRES. CAMPAIGN (“DON’T MENTION THE 
WAR/CLIMATE CHANGE”!!) HAS JUST ANNOUNCED HE WILL DELAY THE MOST 
IMPORTANT PART OF HIS EPA. CHANGES UNTIL AFT. NOV’S. MID-TERM ELECTIONS!!   
By Suzanne Goldenberg, guardian.co.uk 

11:   Warmist Inst. Admits that an effective climate agreement in 2015 is not likely.   
toryaardvark.com 



3:   “During the past two decades, there have been hotter years and colder years, but on the 
whole, the world’s temp’s. have not been rising.  Despite a 13% rise in CO2 levels over the 
period, the avg. global temp. is the same today as it was almost 20 years ago. …There are no 
more hurricanes than usual, no more typhoons or tornadoes, floods or droughts. … (Just) more 
media coverage more often.  40 years ago when a tropical storm wiped out villages on a South 
Pacific Island there might have been pictures in the newspaper days or weeks later …  Now  … 
live coverage hours after the fact, and for weeks afterwards. … So frantic are UN. bureaucrats to 
keep the climate scare alive they have begun a worldwide search for what they themselves call 
a ‘climate-change Malala’.  That’s a reference to Malala Yousafzai, the Pakistani schoolgirl who 
was shot in the head by the Taliban after demanding an education.  Her wounding sparked a 
renewed, worldwide concern for women’s rights.  The new climate spokeswoman must be a 
female under 30, come from a poor country and have been the victim of a natural disaster.  If 
the facts surrounding climate-disaster predictions weren’t falling apart, the UN. Wouldn’t need 
such a sympathetic new face of fear.”   By Lorne Gunter, torontosun.com 

2:  The promotion of former Pol. PM. - and renowned climate change sceptic - Donald Tusk to 
EU’s Energy and Climate Policy Committee is seen as very likely to be a black day by Greens!  
By Andrzej Ancygier, euractiv.com 

2:  Ger’s. World-leading Energy Policy in tatters!!  “McKinsey report says Ger. is so far behind 
its key commitment to cut CO2 emissions that it is no longer realistically achievable. … (had) 
committed to cut emissions by 40% by 2020 compared to 1990 levels.  … Ger. would have to cut 
emissions by an avg. of 3.5% per year.  But so far they have only fallen at an avg. of 0.7%, 
leaving Ger. so far behind it would have to increase emission cuts by a factor of five to reach its 
target on time!!”   By Justin Huggler, telegraph.co.uk 

1:   (Perhaps this should have been made public on April 1??!!..)  Alex Bellini, campaigning 
against:  CO2 emissions /climate change/global warming by floating on an iceberg for 12 
months in early 2015, is running around promoting this all in a large SUV.!!    By Kimberley 
Mok and Anthony Watts, wattsupwiththat.com 

 

August 2014 

31:  10 years on from National Geographic edition claiming man-made global warming has 
many dire consequences, most claims made there-in have since been disproved!!  (Let’s see how 
much longer we have to wait for any retractions/apologies!!)  By Geoff Sherrington, 
wattsupwiththat.com   

29:   “THE OBAMA ADMIN. IS SIGNALLING THAT THERE WILL NOT BE A NEW 
CLIMATE TREATY.  ACCORDING TO A REPORT IN WED’S. NEW YORK TIMES, THE 
PATH TO A TREATY HAS ENDED, 14 MONTHS BEFORE THE PARIS TALKS SCHEDULED 
FOR NEXT YEAR.  INSTEAD, THE BEST DEAL ON OFFER IS A NON-BINDING ACCORD.  
THIS IS BIG NEWS!!”     By Rupert Darwall, nationalreview.com 

28:    Poor people in small Ind. Town of Bihar reject (Greenpeace’s) part-time solar power 
solution.  By Pierre Gosselin, notrickszone.com 
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August 2014  (cont’d.) 

27:  (Obama’s) Climate Plan Spooks Dems!   (Watch this space for major back-downs between 
now and the mid-terms in Nov.!!)  By Timothy Cama, thehill.com 

21:   Many of the best vacs for sale in UK. will be banned as a result of new EU. energy 
efficiency rules that come into force next month.  Five of the best seven vacs affected, as they 
have motors of &gt;1600 watts.  (Anyone with asthma, or other breathing issues … good luck 
with that!!)   By Emily Gosden, telegraph.co.uk 

10:    “The EPA. ignored both public and science in writing its new economy-slamming reg’s. … 
Although head Gina McCarthy testified otherwise before the Senate Env. and Public Works 
Comm. last month, the EPA’s. public consults were a sham, clearly designed to give only the 
results desired by the agency.  Notably, none of the EPA’s. 11 ‘public listening sessions’ last 
year on the new rules were in the states that will see the worst elec.-rate hikes under the reg’s. ... 
‘anti-warming’ activists largely crowd(ed) out ordinary citizens who might disagree. … It seems 
the EPA. didn’t even consult with utilities that actually burn coal to produce elec.  Had it done 
so, it would realize the proposal that coal plants increase their combustion efficiency by 5% or 
more is naïve: … will have a tough time beating 1%!”  By Tom Harris  (Exec. Dir. of Int’l. 
Climate Science Coalition), nypost.com 

9:  Blue Civil War looming in Calif., over green policies (possible upgrade of Chevron refinery).  
By Walter Russell Mead (and staff), the-american-interest.com  

8:   GREENS FINALLY START TO GET IT!   CONTINUAL ERRORS ARE RESULTING IN 
EVER-DECREASING LEVELS OF PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE ... NOW CHANGING TACK!  AKA. 
THE GENERAL PUBLIC HAVE STOPPED LISTENING TO US! ... "I'VE GOT IT!! ... LET'S 
SCARE THE  'BE-JESUS'  OUT OF THEM (SEE IF THAT WORKS)!!"   fabiusmaximus.com 

7:   ANTHONY WATTS &lt;&lt;&lt; RIGHT AGAIN!!  &quot;ABOUT THREE DAYS AGO I 
TWEETED THIS ... &#039;WAITING FOR THE INEVITABLE OPORTUNISTIC BS. STORY 
THAT EBOLA OUTBREAK IS A RESULT OF CLIMATE CHANGE!!&#039; &quot;  Eric Worrall 
writes same in Washington Post.  (Is there nothing climate change doesn&#039;t exacerbate!!!!)  
By Anthony Watts, wattsupwiththat.com 

 

July 2014 

23:   Though the need has been around for years, now a viable plan has been announced ... for 
the timely closing of the US&#039;s EPA!!  (Plan announced by one of its founders, Dr Jay 
Lehr!!)  By Alan Caruba, factnotfantasy.blogspot.com 



23:  75 000 investors in Ger. Wind Power lose total of 1.4 bn. Euros, Prokon (financier for wind-
parks in Ger. Poland and Finland).   By Pierre Gosselin, notrickszone.com 

23:   Two top Greenpeace leaders facing internal revolt over salaries, plane usage, and 
complacency (&amp; double standards).  By Maxime Zech, nltimes.nl 

21:   UK. FINALLY GETS IT!! ... NO MORE UNILATERAL CO2 PLEDGES/TREATIES!!  - Or at 
least not until China and India (world&#039;s biggest and 3rd biggest emitters agree to caps.  
Statement by Env. Min. Ed Davey.     By Ben Webster, thetimes.co.uk 

2:  India reminds visiting French foreign minister that developing countries need $100 bn. fund 
set up next year for climate change compensation.  By Nitin Sethi, business-standard.com 

 

June 2014 

27:  Zurich Ins. closing it US. climate change office, six years after first opening.  By Evan 
Lehmann, eenews.net 

24:   Obama marks 1st anniversary of his 2013 climate action plan (after three years silence on 
same), and shows more of his true colours, apparently more interested in &quot;emission-
retarding&quot; the US. economy, than trying to help the millions of unemployed (&amp; 
under-employed) get more work!!  (Strange ... I thought he was a Dem.??!!  Dem&#039;s. no 
longer deem the working class to be a priority!!)   By Kate Sheppard, huffingtonpost.com 

20:   Global anti-fracking movement backed by Rus. Pres. Putin!   Anders Rasmussen, NATO. 
Sec.-Gen., said Vladimir Putin’s government was behind attempts to discredit fracking.  By 
Fiona Harvey, theguardian.com 

9:   World authority on geology and glaciers, Prof. Christian Schluchter, refutes CO2 links.     By 
Pierre Gosselin, notrickszone.com 

4:   Chinese activist played late April-fool joke on EU. Green activists!  By Pierre Gosselin, 
notrickszone.com 

3:   Mid-term elections likely to hit Dems. hardest.   By Alan Caruba, canadafreepress.com 

3:  Int. Energy Agency (IEA.), part of OECD, says in new report that $US53 trillion has to be 
spent on renewables in next 20 years.  By John McGarrity, hockeyschtick.blogspot.com 

 

May 2014 

26:   The 97% “Settled Science Myth” fully debunked.  By Joseph Blast and Roy Spencer,  
wsj.com  and  hockeyschtick.com 

22:   Prof. Lennart Bengtsson converts to skeptics side of climate change/global warming issue.  
Prof. Bengtsson is a Swedish climatologist, researcher at Uni. of Reading, and former director of 
Max Planck Instit. for Meteorology in Hamburg, and winner of 51st IMO. Prize of the World 
Meteorological Org. for his pioneering work in numerical weather prediction.   By Arjun Walia, 
colective-evolution.com 



21:  Every time someone buys a new (elec.) Fiat 500e, they lose $14 000.  By Patrick George, 
jalopnik.com 

18:   “Conclusions the UN. IPCC. report released last month apparently did not satisfy the 
expectations of a series of Ger. Gov’t. Agencies (within Env. Min.), so they made some major 
changes in their own Ger. language four-page summary for the public and media. ... It contains 
outright contradictions and falsifications of IPCC. recommendations, Die Welt reports. ... More 
than 1000 pages gets summarized into a 33-page Summary for Policymakers.  But that too is 
also too tough for an increasingly lazy Ger. media and groups to get through.”  By Pierre 
Gosselin, notrickszone.com 

17:  “Extraordinary week (in climate science). ... The resignation of Lennart Bengtsson from the 
Global Warming Policy Found.  Due to McCarthyism-style pressure from climate science 
community (esp. US. academics).  Then we have his ERL. paper rejection by what appears to be 
baseless grounds from a reviewer who opined it would be ‘...less than helpful, actually it is 
harmful...’, combined with the dead serious but simultaneously laughable legal threat letter 
from Uni. of Qld. to Brandon Shollenberger telling him he may get sued, or worse, become a 
target of a criminal investigation, because he wants to write a scientific rebuttal to John Cook’s 
‘97% consensus’ paper, using Cook’s own ratings data, which Cook refuses to share but left out 
in the open on a collaboration website.  All of that speaks to scientists behaving badly.”  By 
Anthony Watts, wattsupwiththat.com 
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May 2014  (cont’d.) 

16:   CONSENSUS HUH??  ONLY IF BY THAT YOU BELIEVE THAT CONSENSUS BY 
DURESS IS TOTALLY ACCEPTABLE AND PROFESSIONAL AND MORAL!!    &quot;This 
bullying of climate-science sceptics must end.  When did demonising your opponents become 
so acceptable?  Lennart Bengtsson is about as distinguished as climate scientists get.  His 
decision two weeks ago to join the academic advisory board (on which I also sit, 
unremunerated) of Nigel Lawson&#039;s Global Warming Policy Found. was greeted with fury 
by many fellow climate scientists.  Now in a McCarthyite move - his analogy - they have bullied 
him into resigning by refusing to collaborate with him unless he leaves.&quot;    By Matt Ridley, 
rationaloptimist.com   (&amp; thetimes.co.uk .. by subscription) 

6:  &quot;In the last two weeks alone, moderate and mainstream members of the environmental 
movement - Mark Tercek, Carol Browner and Eileen Claussen - have publicly stated that the 
world needs more nuclear if it is to significantly reduce ... emissions.  A recent New York Times 
editorial narrated this incremental shift, calling for prudence and pragmatism in all future 
discussions of nuclear energy.&quot;  By Michael Shellenberger and Ted Nordhaus, 
thebreakthroug.org 



5:   Global anti-fracking movement backed by Rus. Pres. Putin!  (Part 2)   Russia is outed for its 
hypocrisy, likes fracking in Siberia, but not anywhere else (esp. EU.)  By Robert Zubrin, 
nationalreview.com 

5:   EU. consumption of US. coal up 250% in last decade, 13.6 mil. tons up to 47.2!!  (UK. up 10-
fold! - &amp; Ger. up 15-fold!!)  By John Miller, online.wsj.com (Wall St Journal) 

2:   &quot;Americans Need to Wake Up to the Green Movement&#039;s Radicalism!! ... 
Keystone XL pipeline ... (put off for six months) ... 10 000 blue collar jobs, almost all paying 
more than $50 000 a year, down the drain.  It&#039;s a project that polls show almost all 
Americans want, except for the deep-pocketed green elite in Hollywood, Silicon Valley and 
Wall Street ... Big Green is already fast at work wiping out America&#039;s coal ind., with entire 
mining towns nearly shut down in states like Kentucky and West Virginia, thanks to the 
left&#039;s war on coal.  These are small towns where the median household income is often 
less than $40 000 a year.  Liberals used to pretend to care about these people. ... Take the 
propaganda war against fracking, the revolutionary drilling technique that&#039;s been one of 
the great made-in-America technological innovations of the past 30 years, creating hundreds of 
thousands of jobs, making middle-class Americans rich and helping launch a renaissance in 
manufacturing and technology industries.&quot;  By Stephen Moore, investors.com 

 

April 2014 

27:   Germany&#039;s Vice-Chancellor stuns all!! ... &quot;Energiewende On Verge of 
Failure!!&quot;  By Pierre Gosselin, notrickszone.com 

19:  Germany is supposed to be one of the richest in Europe!!  However ... last two years over 
300 000 homes/year had to have elec. turned off (due to inability to pay)!!  By Pierre Gosselin, 
notrickszone.com 

15:    Ian O’Doherty, independent.ie  (irishtimes) 

8:   New report reveals Green Brain-washing in UK. schools.  thegwpf.com 

7:  Future of US. wind power ($14 bn. and world’s 2nd largest) looking very shaky, due to 
hydraulic fracturing and no more subsidies! Christopher Martin, businessweek.com 
(Bloomberg)   

6:  “Ger’s ‘Energiewende’ = bordering on suicide! … and unimaginably expensive folly! … and 
weakening Ger’s. location as a place to do business!!”  By Pierre Gosselin, notrickszone.com 

6:   Review of new Climate Change book by Rupert Darwall.  By Charles Moore, telegraph.co.uk 

4:   Europe reducing wind subsidies (Belgium by almost 80%) and US. green energy providers 
‘on notice’, esp. places like Ontario, where the subsidies they get are 20 times the market rate.  
In short, “ONLY THOSE IN FANTASYLAND SHOULD EXPECT A CONTRACT TO BE 
SACROSANCT WHEN ONE PARTY TO THE TRANSACTION MAKES THE LAW!!”  By 
Lawrence Solomon,  Business.financialpost.com 



3:   EU. backs down (again) on charging airlines their &quot;Let&#039;s Save the World&quot; 
Carbon Levies!!  &quot;In 2012, EU. started charging all airlines for emissions for the full 
duration of their flights into and out of the bloc via its ETS.  But, after complaints from major 
economies inc. US. &amp; China, confined application to domestic EU. flights only for one year 
... Last Sep., nearly 190 nations at UN. aviation body ICAO. agreed to design a worldwide 
scheme to limit aviation emissions by 2016, but rejected letting EU. apply its own plans in the 
meantime. ... Member states need to agree by the end of the month, otherwise the full global 
scope of the law is automatically re-applied, potentially forcing carriers to pay for all flights 
using EU. airports ...&quot;      euractiv.com 

 

March 2014 

31:  IPCC. IMPLYING IT SEEMS TO KNOW ITS STARTING TO LOSE THE PR. WAR!! .. &amp; 
ENCOURAGING REVOLUTION!!   By Pierre Gosselin, notrickszone.com 

28:    “Earth Hour has become a symbol of how radical climate activists have hijacked the 
environmental movement” said Tom Harris, exec. dir. of Int. Climate Science Coalition.  “Most 
people do not realise that, when they turn out their lights for 60 minutes on Mar. 29, they are 
not supporting science-based environmental protection.  Participants in Earth Hour are 
unwittingly helping prop up one of the most threatening scientific hoaxes in history – the idea 
that CO2 emissions ... causing dangerous global warming and other problematic climate 
change.”  By Tom Harris, climatescienceinternational.org 

28:  Bulgarian Economics and Energy Minister, Dragomir Stroynev, declares the industrial, 
energy and social policy of the EU. “a total failure”.  novinite.com (Sofia News Agency)  

27:  &quot;(FORMERLY) ... SOCIALISM WAS THE OPIUM OF THE LIBERAL 
INTELLIGENTSIA.  BUT NOW THE DRUG OF CHOICE IS ENVIRONMENTALISM. ... The 
dirty little secret of the modern green movement is that it&#039;s become a luxury good for the 
uber-rich who espouse policies ... that impose high costs on poor people who can least afford to 
pay the green tab.  A Pew Research Center poll released last week offers further confirmation of 
this truism.  It found that only two major groups oppose const. of the Keystone XL pipeline:  
Dem&#039;s who make more than $100 000 annually and Dem&#039;s with college or advanced 
degrees.  ... Keystone supporters outnumbered opponents more than 2-1. ... nearly 20 mil. 
Unemployed or underemployed, most Americans are much more interested in saving their jobs 
than the planet.&quot;   news.investors.com 

26:  “GUARDIAN THINKS 1929 WAS 250 YEARS AGO!!”    (Does this Green-sycophant-media 
know no bounds??!!)  “Recent years have seen highly variable weather in the UK., with a 
drought in early 2012, and the greatest deluge for at least 250 years and widespread flooding 
over the winter of 2013-14” (25/3)   Now the facts are!! ... Nov. 29 to Jan. 30 = 554 mm., and Dec. 
13 to Feb. 14 = 531.7mm!!   By Paul Homewood, notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com 
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March 2014  (cont’d.) 

25 &amp; 23:  &quot;RATS LEAVING A SINKING SHIP!!&quot; ... 

• Prof. Richard Tol retracts putting his name to &quot;apocalyptic&quot; UN. climate 
change survey that he claims is exaggerating the effects.  By Ben Spencer, dailymail.co.uk 
(&amp; Cheryl Chumley, washingtontimes.com, 27/3) 

• IPCC Scientist, Alex Bojanowski, quits in disgust!! ... (Too much panic-merchanting!!)  
By Pierre Gosselin, notrickszone.com 

23:   &quot;SPRUNG!!&quot;  &lt;&lt;  E-MAIL FROM BBC. EXEC. GAGS SCEPTICS IN 
CLIMATE CHANGE DEBATES!!  &quot;Mr MacLeod, head of edit. standards and compliance 
for BBC Scotland, sent an email on Feb. 27 to 18 senior producers and editors, which was 
obtained by The Mail on Sunday.&quot;  By David Rose, dailymail.co.uk 

23:   &quot;WE WERE WRONG!!&quot; &lt;&lt;  IPCC. FINALLY ADMITS IT GOT IT WRONG 
RE MERITS OF BIO-FUELS!!  (How long now &#039;til they admit they were wrong about 
climate change altogether??!!)  By, Robert Mendick, telegraph.co.uk   

21:   EU. will go to next IPCC. Climate Summit in Sep. without agreed targets.  By Dave Keating,  
europeanvoice.com 

9:   Somerset floods mainly caused by reduced dredging – not increased rainfall.  By Paul 
Homewood, notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com 

7:   Global anti-fracking movement backed by Rus. Pres. Putin!  (Part 3)     By Peter Foster, 
opinion.financialpost.com 

5:   EU’S DECARBONISATION PLAN = FOLLY!!  “...likely to meet Albert Einstein’s definition 
of insanity: ‘doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results’.“  By 
Philip Booth and Carlo Stagnaro,  iea.org.uk (inst. of economic affairs) 

 

February 2014 

22:  Somerset floods mainly caused by reduced dredging – not increased rainfall.  By 
Christopher Booker,  telegraph.co.uk 

17:    Somerset floods mainly caused by reduced dredging – not increased rainfall     
telegraph.co.uk 

 

January 2014 



23:  Only 6% of climate change charity is going to poor countries, not the 50% often talked about 
as needed by many green leaders inc. Al Gore.  By Tom Harris, canadafreepress.com (&amp; 
climatepolicyinitiative.org) 

19:  Science magazine (published by Copernicus) closes down after 10 months and fails to see 
the huge irony!!  (Copernicus himself was shut down by Cath. Church in early 1600&#039;s for 
daring to say that Earth revolves around Sun - not vice-a-versa!!)  By Pierre Gosselin, 
notrickszone.com 

17:  &quot;Dr Curry has spent 30 years studying the climate and currently chairs the Sch. of 
Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, Georgia Inst. of Tech., testifying before a Senate Committee 
yest. ... made a number of remarks the public deserves to hear. ... We don&#039;t know whether 
the amount of warming caused by humans will be trivial or substantial.  The magnitude is 
&#039;highly uncertain&#039;.  Which means:  We actually have no idea whether global 
warming is worth worrying about! ... Multiple lines of evidence presented in the recent (IPCC. 
AR5) suggest that the case for anthropogenic climate change is now weaker than in 2007!  (This, 
of course, is totally contrary to ... ) the spin that accompanied the release of (AR5) last sep. ... 
Where are the headlines?  Why didn&#039;t Curry&#039;s testimony lead the evening news?  
Does the public not have a right to know? ... Although ... The Washington Post and Business 
Week did report on something else that happened yesterday.  18 activist groups sent a letter to 
Pres. Obama.  The term &#039;Carbon Pollution&#039; appears six times in the letter - which 
further declares that CO2-emitting fossil fuels &#039;will inevitably lead to a catastrophic 
climate future&#039;.  These activists don&#039;t want much - just an entirely new economy 
powered by entirely different energy sources.  But reinventing an economy is neither cheap, 
simple, nor painless. ... These 18 env. groups - inc. The Sierra Club, Americal Rivers, 
Earthjustice, The Natural Resources Defense Council, The League of Conservation Voters and 
Friends of the Earth ... Aren&#039;t environmentalists supposed to be against the wasteful 
squandering of resources?&quot;  By Donna Laframboise, noconsensus.org 

11:  SCIENCE IS SETTLED HUH??!!  BBC HAS SPENT TENS OF THOUSANDS OF POUNDS 
OVER SIX YEARS TRYING TO KEEP SECRET AN EXTRAORDINARY &#039;ECO&#039; 
CONF. WHICH HAS SHAPED ITS COVERAGE OF GLOBAL WARMING!! ... RUN BY A 
BODY SET UP BY THE BBC&#039;S OWN ENVIRONMENT ANALYST ROGER HARRABIN 
AND FUNDED VIA A 67 000 POUND GRANT FROM THE THEN LABOUR GOV&#039;T ... 
Mr Newbery, who finally won his (six year) battle last month, said, &quot;It is very 
disappointing that the BBC. tried so hard to cover this up&#039; ... (Notable attendees inc.) Lord 
May, fmr. Pres. Royal Society, who has said &#039;climate change is worse than nuclear 
war&#039; ... and ... Andrew Simms of the New Economics Found., who argued &#039;there 
were only 100 months left to save the planet&#039;!&quot;  By David Rose, dailymail.co.uk 
&amp; Graeme Paton, telegraph.co.uk 

8:  It might have taken over five years ... into his 2nd four-year term, but US. Pres. Obama now 
showing his true colours ... &quot;OBAMA WANTS MORE AMERICANS ON ... DOLE, FOOD 
STAMPS.  WANTS TO ... UNDERMINE THE ECONOMIC GROWTH OF AMERICA!! ... 
TYPICAL OF OBAMA&#039;S LIES WAS HIS VIEW OF THE KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE 
WHEN HE SAID &#039;THEY KEEP ON TALKING ABOUT THIS - AN OIL PIPELINE 



COMING DOWN FROM CANADA THAT&#039;S EST. TO CREATE ABOUT 50 
PERMANENT JOBS - THAT&#039;S NOT A JOBS PLAN.&#039;  HIS OWN DEPT. EST. THAT 
42 000 JOBS WOULD RESULT FROM THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PIPELINE!!&quot;   By 
Alan Caruba, canadafreepress.com 

8:   China approved construction of more than 100 mil. tonnes of new coal production in 2013.  
By David Stanway, reuters.com 

3:   &quot;Antarctic (farce) is probably the largest setback for global warming campaigners since 
Climategate scandal in 2009! ... Amid the worldwide relief that the passengers are now en route 
to Tas. on the Aust. supply ship Aurora Australis, another note is audible.  Many websites 
where readers normally take climate change for granted have been inundated by posts from 
gloating disbelievers. ... Such posts appear on the many YouTube videos uploaded by 
passengers (&#039;For all your self-aggrandising bluster, you will go down in history as  
Turney&#039;s turkeys! ... If the #spiritofmawson has taught us anything its the low level of 
intellect among those who have &#039;settled&#039; the science. ... Of course, a scientific 
dispute cannot be settled by one near-tragedy on the high seas and week&#039;s worth of 
online invective.  But the episode is a setback for those making the case for what used to be 
called global warming - probably the largest such setback since emails stolen from the Uni. of 
East Anglia in 2009 cast doubt on the scientific neutrality of several climate researchers.  A beset 
ship is like a skint bank, and we can draw certain parallels to the financial crisis of 2008!&quot;   
By Christopher Caldwell, ft.com (by subscription) &amp; thegwpf.com 
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December 2013  (16 items this month alone!!) 

21:   UK. PM. David Cameron successfully lobbies EU. not to impede the important and rapid 
development of fracking.   - thegwpf.com (&amp; By Michael Savage, thetimes.co.uk -- by 
subscription) 

20:   &quot;AN INCONVENIENT TRUTH HAS MORPHED INTO AN INCONVENIENT 
BORE!!&quot;  according to scientist/film-maker Randy Olson.  By Axel Bojanowski, spiegel.de 

19:   Ofgem (UK.) says &quot;spare margin (dif. between peak demand and avail. supply) could 
fall to as low as 2% by winter 2015-16 ... (causing radical plans now drawn-up to have) 
hundreds of businesses paid to switch off their power between 4pm and 8pm on winter 
weekdays ... to prevent blackouts. ... Under the plans, a large commercial site such as a 



supermarket complex using two megawatts could receive an up-front payment of 20 000 
pounds, just to guarantee it could switch off if needed - even if it was never actually asked to do 
so.&quot;   By Emily Gosden, telegraph.co.uk 

19:    Critics are slamming Reddit for one of its moderators shutting down any input from any 
climate change deniers.  Brendan O&#039;Neill, blogging for UK. Daily Telegraph, said Reddit 
has &quot;ripped its own reputation to shreds&quot;, and described the move as political 
censorship, designed to silence the expression of dissent about climate-change alarmism on one 
of the Internet&#039;s most popular user-generated forums.  James Delingpole, columnist, 
climate skeptic and author of &quot;The Little Green Book of Eco Fascism&quot;, was even 
louder in his criticism.  &quot;The Greenies - and their many useful idiots in the liberal media -- 
are terrified of open debate on climate-change because the real world evidence long ago parted 
company with their scientifically threadbare theory&quot;.   By Adam Shaw, foxnews.com 

19:    &quot;FOR GLOBAL WARMING BELIEVERS (AKA. CLIMATE CHANGE BELIEVERS), 
2013 WAS THE YEAR FROM HELL!!&quot;      &quot;Almost everything that could go wrong 
did go wrong ... 2013 has been a gloomy year for global warming enthusiasts.  The sea ice in the 
Antarctic set a record, ext 


